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We all know what happened to the Titanic. Clearer communications could have prevented the tragedy and the
loss of more than 1,500 lives. Communications plays just as important a role in your careers. When asked to
name the top three skills they believed their subordinates need, 70 percent of the readers of CIO magazine listed
communications as one of them.
Here are some tips on how you can communicate more effectively with people at work, be they customers, coworkers, subordinates, or superiors.

1

Beware of interrupting

Titanic wireless operator Jack Phillips interrupted a wireless message from a nearby ship, telling them to shut up.
In doing so, he prevented that ship from sending Titanic an iceberg warning.
Be careful about interrupting others, particularly your customers. They'll be especially upset if, while they're
explaining a problem, you interrupt them and start offering a solution. If you feel you have to interrupt, at least cut
to the chase and tell the other person what you think his or her main idea was. That way, the other person at least
can confirm or correct you, and in either case save time.

2

Listen actively

Did you ever get the feeling, when talking to someone, that you were really talking to a wall? The person may
have heard you but gave no indication of it at all. Avoid doing the same thing. When communicating with others,
it's just as important that people be aware that you're listening as it is that you're actually listening. For that
reason, be involved with and react to what the other person is saying, either via a nod, or an "I see," or a
paraphrase of the other person's statements. You'll strengthen your own understanding and make a better
impression.

3

Avoid negative questions

Suppose you say to a customer, "You don't have Word installed?" and he answers "Yes." What does he mean?
Yes, you're right, Word is not installed? Or yes, he DOES have Word installed?
Asking a negative question creates confusion. It's clearer if you phrase the question positively (e.g., "Do you have
Word installed?") or ask an open-ended question ("What applications do you have installed?"). If you must use
the negative, try a question such as "Am I correct that you don't have Word installed?"

4

Be sensitive to differences in technical knowledge

Chances are, your customers have less technical knowledge than you do. Be careful, therefore, when explaining
things to them. If you use acronyms, be sure you identify what the acronym means. The same acronym can mean
different things, even in an IT context (for example, ASP can refer to "application service provider" or "active
server page"). Be careful that you don't make two opposite mistakes: either talking over their head or talking down
to them. Keep your eyes on customers when you talk to them and be alert to cues indicating that they don't
understand. Ask them whether they understand what you're saying, if necessary.
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5

Use analogies to explain technical concepts

A good way to explain a technical idea is to use an analogy. Though they have limitations, analogies are helpful in
explaining an unfamiliar idea in terms of a familiar one. One of the best analogies I ever heard compared a
firewall to a bank teller. When you enter a bank, you don't just go into the vault and get your money. Instead, you
go to a window, where the teller verifies your identity and determines that you have enough money. The teller
goes to the vault, brings it back to the window, gives it to you, and then you leave.

6

Use positive instead of negative statements

Your customers are more interested in your capabilities than in your limitations. In other words, they're interested
in what you can do, rather than what you can't do. The way you say things to them influences how they perceive
you and your department. You, as an IT department or individual, can be seen as a roadblock or you can be seen
as a partner. So, for example, instead of saying, "I can't help you unless you log off," consider saying, "Please log
off so that I can help you." Your statements often will be easier to understand as well.
Here's another reason to avoid negative statements. Have you ever experienced gaps of silence in your
telephone calls, where the conversation breaks up? Usually it happens when using a cell or a VoIP telephone. If
the gap occurs as you're saying "not," your recipient could get the opposite message from what you intended.

7

Be careful of misinterpreted words and phrases

Sometimes we say something with innocent intent, but the other person misinterprets it. We mean to say one
thing, but our pronunciation or inflection causes us to convey something else. For example, in Chinese, the sound
"ma" said in a high level tone means "mother in law." However, said in a falling and rising tone, it means "horse."
Be especially careful of the word "you." Overusing this word can make the person you're talking to feel defensive
or threatened. Instead of saying, "You need to speak louder," try saying, "I'm having trouble hearing." Another
issue involves the dual meaning of "you." Unlike other languages, English uses the same word to refer to an
actual person (for example, the person you're talking to) as well as to a hypothetical person. Suppose you said to
someone, "You never know what's going to happen next," and meant to equate "you" with "people in general."
The other person might think you're referring to him or her specifically and take offense. A better alternative might
be, "It's really unpredictable here."
If someone is upset, one of the worst things to say is "calm down." It might work one half of one percent of the
time, but generally all it does is make things worse.
In general, think before you speak. I'm not saying you always have to be polite or diplomatic. Sometimes you do
need to (figuratively, of course) beat people up. However, consider the alternatives before speaking.

8

Remember that technical problems involve emotional reactions

When customers have a technical problem (for example, they're having trouble printing), keep in mind that they'll
almost always have an emotional reaction as well. Those emotions can range from simple annoyance to outright
panic, depending on the importance of the document and the time element involved. I'm not saying you have to
be Dr. Phil, but it's important to acknowledge and recognize these emotional reactions. If all you do is solve the
technical problem and walk away, chances are the customer will still be upset.
In these cases, simply saying something like, "Pain in the neck, isn't it?" or "I hate when that happens to me" can
help the customer feel better about the situation and possibly feel more positive about you.
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9

Anticipate customer objections and questions

In his book The Art of War, the ancient Chinese author and strategist Sun Tzu said, "If you know the enemy and
you know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles." Apply this principle when communicating
with customers. In particular, try to anticipate the objections your customers will have to your message and
address those objections.
For example, suppose you're sending out a directive regarding the downloading and application of Windows
updates. Suppose further that you have customers who know enough to be dangerous. Such a customer might
think, "Well, I'm current in my virus definitions, so this update is unnecessary for me." Your communications with
such a customer will be more effective if you anticipate and address that issue. Consider, therefore, a sentence
such as, "This Windows update is necessary even if your virus definitions are current."

10

Keep the customer informed

The area where I live, southeastern Pennsylvania, has a large agricultural presence, in particular involving the
production of mushrooms. While they are growing, mushrooms are kept in a dark building and are covered with
fertilizer.
Your customers will become upset if you treat them the same way. Keep them informed of developments
involving them, particularly with regard to technical problems and outages. In particular, keep them apprised even
if nothing is going on. For example, let them know you've contacted the vendor but still haven't heard anything
back. No news is still news.
If a customer leaves you a request via voicemail or e-mail, let the customer know you received it, even if you are
still in the process of handling it. Doing so gives the customer one less matter to worry about.
When a problem is resolved, let the customer know that, too. Nothing is more frustrating to customers than finding
out that they could have been working sooner if they had only known.

Calvin Sun works with organizations in the areas of customer service,
communications, and leadership. In addition to writing this column, he
contributes to TechRepublic's Help Desk Blog. You can contact him at
csun@calvinsun.com.
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Additional resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TechRepublic's Downloads RSS Feed
Sign up for TechRepublic's Downloads Weekly Update newsletter
Sign up for our IT Career NetNote
Check out all of TechRepublic's free newsletters
IT pros: Avoid becoming a human OS/2 (TechRepublic download)
10+ e-mail best practices to share with your users (TechRepublic download)
Poor telephone habits can drive customers away (TechRepublic download)
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Tell us what you think
TechRepublic downloads are designed to help you get your job done as painlessly and effectively as possible.
Because we're continually looking for ways to improve the usefulness of these tools, we need your feedback.
Please take a minute to drop us a line and tell us how well this download worked for you and offer your
suggestions for improvement.
Thanks!
—The TechRepublic Downloads Team
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